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Some of you might have witnessed an arc flash yourself as well as some of you may have seen its
images on television - the effects of an arc flash is a excellent light and as well as a quickly
expanding superheated vapor. For people experiencing it closely, arc flash can be extremely
dangerous. It can cause problems for your eyes and also can even burn your skin and clothes.
When accompanied by an explosive loud sound, it will damage your ears as well as your brain.

Arc flash is basically an electric breakdown of the resistance of air that results in an electric arc.
Because of moisture content as well as presence of conductive contaminants in the air, their
insulation properties become poorer. When the resistance of the air falls to a point, when it is unable
to endure current to flow in an electrical system between a conductor at higher current to a
conductor at lower voltage or maybe a at ground, this results in an electrical breakdown, resulting in
an arc flash.

Significance of arc flash training

Arc flash leads in a massive energy release. Temperatures can get to or even go over 35,000
degrees Fahrenheit in the arc terminals this can burn skin as well as clothes. Though intensive UV,
visible light and even IR light produced by the arc can harm eyes of the people working nearby. An
arc flash that will results in a current of 1000 amperes or even more can result in serious problems
including fire and injury to workers. Loud sound and as well as the resulting pressure may damage
your ears and even your brain. Likewise, high pressure results into flying equipment plus metal
pieces, that can result in injury to persons doing work in the vicinity of the arc flash.

To avoid such dangerous injuries, experts think it is vital to give arc flash training to workers.
Dangers related to arc flash can be fairly lower with proper arc flash study, identification and
knowledge.

Exactly what are arc flash standards?

To make sure electric safety in workplace it's important to follow arc flash standards for safety.
NFPA 70E arc flash is the standard regarding electrical safety requirements for employees. These
standards are made to prevent workers against death and even injuries from fire and burns. The
basic aim of NFPA 70E arc flash standard is to provide protection to employees from the potential
energy threat they may be exposed to. The standards offer many methods by which an organization
can estimate the safety hazard from arc flashes for employees. The regulations outlined under
NFPA 70E arc flash incorporate electric safety issues such as safety related work practices,
maintenance of electrical equipments Or installations and moreover requirement of special
equipments for electrical installation.

Nowadays, there are many private companies that offer arc flash safety related services. You can
take their help to evaluate your factory, make a safety report, tag various electrical equipments, train
your selected workers related to the dependence on ensuring safety standards and as well as
provide NFPA 70E arc flash clothing.
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Nicholas Stenson - About Author:
Nicholas Stenson strongly advocates need for keeping arc flash standards in place. Through his
articles he informs people about the dangers of arc flash and how risks for workers can be avoided
by ensuring guidelines listed under NFPA 70E arc flash and providing arc flash training to workers.
Learn more about arc flash at http://www.arcflashtrainings.com.
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